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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters!
Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother, Jesus and Heung Jin Nim
[in the spiritual world]:
Jesus: "You don't know how much of the spiritual world you can command because of Heung Jin Nim
and our True Parents. All you have to do is ask and it will be given. All of the spiritual power you can
possibly imagine (will be given)...." [1]
To get support from the spiritual world we need to ask for it. At the same time we need to become people
that the spirit world is happy to support:
Heung Jin Nim: "We [Jesus and Heung Jin Nim] are gathering up all of the spirits in the spiritual world.
And they will be mobilized, and they will be at your command. But first you must learn to be
commanders... You must live the Principle in your own life so that they will follow you." [2]
We must become transformed into "new people":
Heung Jin Nim: "You, my generals, each one of you commands an army, each one of you stands before
me to lead multitudes. But you must begin by being made anew. Put on your armour now. Put on your
armour of faith, and wear your shield of love, proudly." [3]
To become new people means to become people who can love the way God loves:
Heung Jin Nim: "What I am interested in is to see you transformed, I want to see you reborn... We are
called Unification, meaning one, yet we are very broken up. We do not know love ourselves; how can we
teach, how can we teach others to love? We must love, we must learn to love." [4]
We need to advance in love all the time, so that our heart resonates with God more and more:
True Mother: "Our original mind needs to resonate with Heaven and then the culture of heart will be
realized." [5]
To resonate with the love of God requires constant focus and effort. It certainly does not happen by
chance. We need to constantly advance in love by stretching our heart to the limits and beyond. We need
to keep loving the people, no matter how they treat us, no matter who it is. This way we do not lose
precious time:
True Father: "The person who ignores the value of each and every moment to love will lose what is truly
precious." [6]

We need to invest heart into every person we encounter:
True Father: "Heaven is waiting in anticipation. It does not want gold, silver, precious gems, or pearls of
the world. You should know that heaven only wants a person who can love and embrace all the world
with heart, heart, and more heart." [7]
True Father: "You have to look with heart, listen with heart, speak with heart, and act with heart. You
must live with the destiny of heart." [7]
If we do this, we are planting ourselves into the hearts of people:
True Father: "Wherever we go, we should plant ourselves as the word of God." [8]
We need to make our love more and more God-like. As we do this it becomes really powerful:
True Father: "The power of true love is like a high-voltage current. Any evil that touches it will be
vaporized in an instant." [9]
Spreading such a love makes us heroes for God. All of us can do it:
True Mother: "Please be the heroes of this noble task -- one unified world of peace is really not so far
away. By practicing true love and living for the sake of others we build the heavenly kingdom on earth."
[10]
And the spiritual world will certainly be eager to support us in many ways. The unified world will emerge
in no time, no matter how chaotic this world looks at the moment!
Love from Bruno
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